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The artwork for Volume 30 of Social Thought and Research is Police Court by Albert Bloch. Bloch was an artist, illustrator, political cartoonist, social critic, essayist, and poet. He was born in St. Louis on December 2, 1882 of parents who emigrated from Bohemia to the United States. Relatively little is known of Bloch’s formative years since he declined to write about his background or art. He began his early career in New York and St. Louis as a caricaturist and political cartoonist, settling eventually in St. Louis and working for the literary magazine the Mirror. The editor of the Mirror sponsored an extended stay for Bloch in Europe beginning in 1909 in the apparent hope he would pursue formal training. Bloch eschewed this training, but was greatly influenced by German modernism. He developed an abstract and experimental style that was not well received in the America.

Bloch returned to the United States in 1919, and became head of the department of Drawing and Painting at the University of Kansas in 1923, a position he retrained until a heart attack forced him to retire in 1947. Block died in Lawrence on December 9, 1961. Although there is scant information on his work, Police Court is dated 1910 and must have been drawn during the early part of Bloch’s stay in Europe. Many of his works during this period reflected social criticism, and one can speculate that Police Court was critical look the justice system. It meshes nicely with the theme of this volume: conflict and inequality. It is a pleasure to feature the work of an artist so closely associated with the University of Kansas, the home of this publication.

—Bruce C. Carruthers

Permission to reprint Police Court was granted by the Spencer Museum of Art, Gift of Albert Bloch, 1939.0018
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